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A Mirror for the Sea… [1]
20th August 2013
A Mirror for the Sea… a Heritage Lottery Fund funded project will be presented at the Royal Victoria
Beach on Saturday 7th September 2013. Flying Angel House, which incorporates ACAVA’s Flying
Angel Studios, was built in 1936 to provide Seamen arriving on ships in the Royal Docks a home
away from...
Read More [1]

Neon Workshops at ACAVA Summer School 2013 [2]
30th July 2013
Between 29th and 1st September 2013 Neon Workshops (www.neonworkshops.com) will travel from
their home in Wakefield to set up a mobile studio at ACAVA’s Blechynden St Studios, 54 Blechynden
St, London, W10 6RJ.There are two types of opportunity for artists to access: One Day Intensive and
a two day...
Read More [2]

Hadleigh in Place [3]
30th April 2013
A year-long, multi-disciplinary arts programme aiming to reveal and re-imaging the unusual,
personal, and special characteristics of Hadleigh, Essex, opens 2nd May with Citadel, a series of film
screenings at Hadleigh Old Fire Station curated by artist Mat Do. Also on 9th and 24th May.
Read More [3]

Grange Walk Studios open in Bermondsey [4]
21st April 2013
The first artists moved into the new ACAVA studios in Grange Walk, Bermondsey, on 18th
April. Many had registered their interest in advance, some had helped with the layout and
conversion. Only a few of the 95 studios are still available.
Read More [4]

New studios in Bermondsey [5]
13th January 2013
Some 90 studios will soon be available in Bermondsey. On a relatively short lease, possibly of 18
months, but likely to be longer, the studios will be licenced at competitive rates. The development is
intended particularly for recent graduates, whether individuals or groups wishing to work together...
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Read More [5]
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